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This MATLAB function is an algorithm designed to improve the eigenvalue estimates of Wishart-distributed covariance matrices and to recompute a revised covariance matrix from the eigenvalues. The MATLAB function is an implementation of the procedure developed and published by Avishai Ben-David and Charles E. Estimating the eigenvalues of a covariance matrix has many applications (e.g., biometrics for physiological characteristics, hyperspectral remote sensing for detecting signals buried in noise and clutter, and medical genetics for identifying population structure). It is also fundamentally important in techniques such as principal component analysis and linear discriminant analysis, both of which are heavily used in chemometrics and in discrimination algorithms.
The estimation of all p eigenvalues of a sampled covariance matrix, when the number of samples (n) is small but n/p>1, is a challenging problem. In 2012, Ben-David and Davidson  presented a new method, with which one can improve the eigenvalue estimates of a Wishart distributed covariance matrix and an improved covariance matrix from the eigenvalues can be obtained. In this technical note, we present a MATLAB algorithm for computing the eigenvalues and an improved covariance matrix that is constructed from the eigenvalues. 'MDL', logical scalar, specifying whether minimum description % length should be used for determining the transition point, % 't', between small and large eigevnalues. Default is true % so the MDL is used. False will use the successive linear % regression method described in the TGRS paper, Eq. (12). In % general MDL is a good method for n/p<10. % % 'g', function handle defining a monotonic transformation of the % eigenvalues that is applied prior to estimating 't' using % the successive linear regressions. The default is the % anonymous function @(x)x which is the identity transform and % represents computing the regression in "linear-scale". Use % @log for "log-scale". In the paper estimating 't' using % linear-scale was better for Telops data; estimating 't' % using log-scale was better for SEBASS. The function in 'g' % will only be used if 'MDL' is set to false. % % 'm', p-by-1 apparent multiplicity curve. Default is [] so that % 'm' will be estimated from equations (8-9) from the paper. % In the paper, the apparent multiplicity is called "p_i". % % Output % % C -p-by-p corrected covariance matrix or p-by-1 vector of corrected % eigenvalues % opt -(optional) struct containing values of the optional input arguments % used internally inside the function % % Notes % % This function implements the eigenvalue correction and estimation procedure outlined in % Ben-David and Davidson, TGRS 50(11), 4384-4396 (2012) , which is designed % to improve the eigenvalue estimates of Wishart-distributed covariance % matrices. It lacks the simulation and evaluation functionality of the % full code and only implements the correction procedure on a single sampled % covariance matrix (or spectrum of eigenvalues). % % This function accepts either a covariance matrix or a vector of % eigenvalues. In the former case, the output will be a corrected % covariance matrix recreated using an SVD decomposition, where the % corrected eigenvalues take the place of the sample eigenvalues (but sample % eigenvectors are unaltered, for lack of knowledge). In the latter case, % the output will simply be a vector of corrected eigenvalues. % %
In the TGRS paper, we show through simulation that this procedure is able % to "adjust" the sample eigenvalues so that they are better estimates % (overall) of the eigenvalues of the population covariance matrix while % simultaneously improving the condition number of the covariance matrix. % The resulting (inverse) corrected covariance matrices improved detection % performance of the matched filter compared to using the original (inverse) % sample covariance matrix, and also improved over the Effron-Morris % estimator of the inverse covariance (an example of the empirical-Bayes % class of estimators) which takes the form of diagonal loading. The % "two-subset" method (which is a technique to remove bias at the expense of % higher variance) showed slightly improved detection results when used in % the matched filter, though it is less good at improving the eigenvalue % estimates. % % EXAMPLES % % %generate some artificial input data for demo purposes % sx=sort (exp(randn(125,1) if nargin<2 || isempty(n) || isempty(Cx) error('"Cx" and "n" must be passed.'); end %defaults for optional inputs (stored in a structure where the field name and %value defines the property/value pairs) opt.t=[];
%allow user to specify a particular value of the transition point opt.MDL=true; %use MDL for estimating t by default if 't' is empty opt.g=@(x)x; %use linear-scale when 'MDL' is false and 't' is empty opt.m=[];
%allow user to specify a particular multiplicity curve %override defaults with user inputs opt=localParseVarargin(opt,varargin); %subfunction %number of dimensions p=length(Cx); if numel(Cx)==p %Cx is really a vector of eigenvalues, not a covariance matrix covarianceFlag=false;
